RESOLUTION DECLARING THE LOWEST CALCULATED BID FOR PROJECT NO.
16NMSC18 – C: Construction of Academic Building Phase – III

WHEREAS, the NMSC Bids and Awards Committee published its Invitation to Bid (ITB) for project no. 16NMSC18 – C: Construction of Academic Building Phase – III at the PhilGEPs and conspicuous places in Northwestern Mindanao State College of Science and Technology on April 7, 2016, and held a Pre – bid Conference on May 3, 2016;

WHEREAS, in response to the said Invitation to Bid, two (2) bidders, namely; (1) DL Enterprise and (2) Junging Construction Supply purchased the Bidding Documents;

WHEREAS, on May 16, 2016 at 2:00 PM, the scheduled date and time of the Opening of Bids, all aforementioned bidders submitted their bids on time. The NMSC BAC, together with Technical Working Group for the said project, the BAC Secretariat and observers from the Commission on Audit, conducted the preliminary examination, evaluation and comparison of bid prices which resulted to the following: (1) The first bidder passed the eligibility and technical components of bids and posted bid price within the ABC of ₱19,192,000.00 and while (2) Junging Construction failed to pass the technical component of bids, hence declared ineligible to further bid for this particular project for failure to comply Sec. 32 sub-section 32.2.1 (a) of the Revised Implementing Rules and Regulations of RA No. 9184 (Completeness of Bid) due to lack of Tax Clearance;

WHEREAS, the upon said evaluation of the completeness and arithmetical correction of the bids, only the DL Enterprise has passed the evaluation and considered as the bidder with Lowest Calculated Bid (LCB) whose bid amounted to ₱19,138,588.25;

WHEREAS, Section 34 of Revised IRR of RA 9184 requires that the bidder with the LCB shall undergo Post-Qualification in order to determine whether the said bidder is compliant and is responsive to all requirements and conditions as specified in the Bidding Documents and Technical Specifications and can therefore be declared as the Lowest Calculated Responsive Bid (LCRB);
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing premises, the NMSC BAC RESOLVES, as it hereby resolves, to declare the bid in the amount of NINETEEN MILLION ONE HUNDRED THIRTY EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT PESOS AND 25/100 ONLY (P19,138,588.25) of DL Enterprise to be the Lowest Calculated bid (LCB) for project no. 16NMSC18 – C: Construction of Academic Building Phase – III and directs TWG to immediately conduct of Post-Qualification and submit post-qualification report on whether the said bidder with the LCB passes and responsive to all requirements and conditions as specified in the Bidding Documents for this particular project.

ADOPTED, this 18th day of May 2016 at Legarda Hall, NMSC, Tangub City.
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